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Standard Catalog of World Coins 1801-1900 is an all-in-one guide to 19th century coins from
around the globe, and an essential resource for being competitive in today's coin collecting
market-bolstered by strong precious metals prices. It provides collectors with up-to-date market
process for coins in five different condition grades, and features 27,500 actual-size photos of coins
to aid in proper identification. This book offers confidence in collecting through comprehensive
coverage.
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Granted, with today's technology, the Krause catalog could have better images for many coins. It
could also have at least five basic gradings and prices for each coin instead of three or four. But all
in all, it is still the best and the most complete catalog in the market. It is the reference of choice for
every numismatic afficionado and every profesional. I even did see it used by European dealers
who were not fluent in English. I am just an amateur, and I cannot do without it.

Actually I've just seen the 97 edition & usu buy these every few years or so. Well, if you are
interested in World Coins then buy a Krause WC book. They do it differently every couple of years.
For example my 1985 ed. comes boxed in 2 volumes vol1=A-F, vol2 =G-Z, from about 1800 to
present in ea volume. Before then they used to have one massive volume covering from about 1760
to present. Please realize you'll have to buy both the 1801-1900 and then the 1900 to present

volumes and it's a real pain to start following a listing in a country & then have to dig out the other
volume when you pass 1899. Also you'll probably need the 1701-1800 and the 1600-1700. There's
a really nasty tendency for Krause to only show part of the back of a coin design. However the book
has good points: e.g. nothing else lists all world coins by date & grade & mm & you can see what's
been made & what you want. Also prices usually don't change rapidly, even for rarer 1800's crowns
in mint state so you can get away with an older (& MUCH cheaper) volume.

I ordered this item thinking it was the paperback book that came with a dvd of the same book free
like the Standard Catalog of World Coins 1900 to present I had ordered just weeks before. Even
though it was not what I though I had ordered I am happy with the product and it works very well.
The features are easy to understand and use and it takes up very little space how ever I find I am
using a bit of my time looking for it becouse it has gotten in with music CD's or movies. I will be
ordering the Book as soon as it comes up for sale as it is a lot less bother to take the book when I
price coins away from home then it is to take my laptop or find a PC to use the DVD.

If you are a coin collector or if you are planning to be a coin collector..a serious collector...then this
and the world coin series from other centuries are a must. The list is is near exhaustive...I don't
know how they did it. Photos or drawings of the individual coins is most helpful. The books also
provide the collector with market prices for each coin. While most coins don't really change all that
much in value, one must be aware of any new editions to these catalogs in order to up-date your
library. I have several copies of the various centuries, those centuries that I collect, so you too can
be choosy as to which books you might wish to purchase. All said, you need this catalog; it's worth
the price, believe me.

"INHERITED" A LARGE COING COLLECTION AND WAS CURIOUS TO THEIR POTENTIAL
VALUE. THIS BOOK HAS IT ALL, IT CAN BE A TIME CONSUMING PROCESS TO CHECK OUT
EACH COIN, BUT THIS BOOK IS WELL ORGANIZED AND YOU WILL FIND WHAT YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR.

The Standard Catalog of World Coins: 1801-1900 is the most useful and convenient reference
available today. To have all coin types of all countries in one volume is amazing and eliminates
hours of internet searches looking for specialist sites for obscure countries. This is the standard and
all dealer prices make reference to this volume. A 'must have'!!

I need a guide so I just do not blindly pay big bucks for cute pictures. There are a lot of good guides
and some more specific on particular eras and locations such as Westphalia. But as you do a coin
search you are bound to run across something you are not familiar with and need a guide. This
guide is a great place to start; it is easy to navigate and gives cursory information on particular
locations and times surrounding the coin's production.Keeping in mind that this is just a guide, there
are holes and the coins are not displayed in color. On the other hand the coins shown are in actual
size; size is hard to translate form internet pictures.With all the electronic references today it is nice
to have something tactile, static and transportable. This book meet al those needs.

Very Good book have found alot of coins that I haven't been able to find before. Most of them I have
been able to find by just looking at the pictures of the coins because some of them I didn't know
them by the words that are on them. I would recommend this book to people who are into world
coins. I also ordered the 20th century edition.
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